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Riyadh said the government as a whole - not just
Hezbollah - had declared war against it. Western gov-
ernments including the United States struck a different
tone, affirming their support for Hariri and the stability
of Lebanon, which hosts 1.5 million Syrian refugees -
nearly one-in-four of the population. Ahead of his return
to Beirut, Hariri had stressed the importance of the
Lebanese state policy of staying out of regional con-
flicts, notably Yemen, where a Saudi-led coalition is bat-
tling Iran-backed Houthi fighters.

Hezbollah leader Hassan Nasrallah, who had also
called for Hariri’s return, said on Monday his group was
open to “any dialogue and any discussion”. Nasrallah
also issued his clearest denial yet of any Hezbollah role
in Yemen. A senior source in a political alliance that
includes Hezbollah said Hariri’s move yesterday would
start a breakthrough in the crisis. “This step is not
detached from the framework of a complete solution
whose features will appear in the coming days,” the
source told Reuters.

Lebanese dollar bonds, which had fallen in response
to Hariri’s resignation, gained following yesterday’s
announcement. A government minister from the United
Arab Emirates (UAE), a close ally of Saudi Arabia, said
Lebanon must implement its policy of keeping out of
Middle East conflicts in order to get out of its own crisis
as well as regional troubles. “The main problem facing
that is the selective implementation of (this) principle
and the functional Iranian role of Hezbollah outside the

Lebanese framework,” Anwar Gargash, UAE minister of
state for foreign affairs, wrote on Twitter.

Cyprus, where Hariri had briefly stopped on his jour-
ney home, said it would attempt to help defuse the cri-
sis. “Our common objective is stability in Lebanon, sta-
bility in our area. Within this context... the President of
the Republic will undertake some initiatives precisely to
promote this objective; stability in Lebanon,” Cypriot
government spokesman Nikos Christodoulides said. 

Hariri took office last year in a power-sharing deal
that made Aoun head of state. He arrived in Beirut in
time for independence day celebrations yesterday
morning, taking the premier’s seat alongside Aoun and
Parliament Speaker Nabih Berri. Hariri said he looked
forward to “real partnership with all the political powers,
in placing Lebanon’s interests high above any other
interests” and preserving coexistence among Lebanese. 

Despite the potential struggles ahead, Hariri
appeared relaxed as he attended a military parade, and
then appeared at his Beirut home, where large crowds
of supporters had gathered. As celebratory music
played, the crowd chanted “Saad, Saad” and waved the
blue flag of his Future Movement party. “I’m staying
with you... to be a line of defense for Lebanon,
Lebanon’s stability and Lebanon’s Arabism,” Hariri said,
in an emphatic speech delivered at the door of his home
in the center of the capital. “You are my real family,” he
said, before soaking up his newfound popularity with a
walkabout near his downtown residence. 

“His presence in the country alone brings stability,”
said Manar Akoum, 26, as she stood with the celebrating
crowd. Outside his house, 32-year-old Hala waved the
blue Future Movement flag enthusiastically. “He man-
aged to bring Lebanon together,” she told AFP. “His
return is very important, even if there are many things
we don’t understand.” — Agencies
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Syria is divided between forces loyal to Kremlin-
all ied strongman Assad, the US-backed Syrian
Democratic Forces (SDF) and several jihadist groups
and rebel units. Multiple rounds of talks hosted by the
UN have failed to bring an end to the conflict. Other
initiatives including those spearheaded by Moscow
have also failed to bear much fruit. Encouraged by mil-
itary progress of the Russian and Syrian forces on the
ground, Putin is hoping to breathe new life in the stut-
tering negotiations.

Regime forces have gained the upper hand on the

battlefield with Russia’s help, including recent victories
against the Islamic State group and a fresh drive
against rebels near Damascus. Putin said in comments
released Tuesday that “thanks to the Russian army,
Syria has been saved as a state”. Moscow, Ankara and
Tehran are cooperating with increasing intensity on
ending the civil war, even though Turkey backs the
rebels, at odds with Russia and Iran.

The Syrian president’s fate remains a stumbling
block, preventing global players from reaching a peace
settlement. During their phone call on Tuesday, Putin
told Trump that “the Syrian leader confirmed his com-
mitment to the political process, (and) conducting con-
stitutional reform and presidential and parliamentary
elections”. Assad said he wanted to advance negotia-
tions. “We don’t want to look back and we are ready
for dialogue with all those who want to come up with a
political settlement,” Assad said in translated com-
ments. —AFP 
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and foreign-based opposition unite on a constructive
basis”. Observers said it could clear the way for a new nego-
tiating team that would water down some of the opposition’s
longstanding demands, notably Assad’s immediate ouster. His
fate has been one of the chief obstacles to progress in peace
talks, with the opposition demanding he step down at the
start of any transition. “The Saudi pitch to the Syrian opposi-
tion has been that denial will only make the situation worse,
and that they have to rethink their strategy,” said Hassan

Hassan, a fellow at the Tahrir Institute for Middle East Policy
in Washington. “The problem... is that the political opposition
does not see it that way, and most activists are still struck in
the 2012 thinking, that Assad has to be toppled.”

Ahead of the meeting, dozens of prominent civilian and
armed opposition figures appealed to participants not to
compromise on the “ouster of Bashar Al-Assad and his gang”.
“No one should back down or quietly circumvent” it, they
said in an online statement. HNC member Yehya Al-Aridi
acknowledged some participants, notably the Moscow plat-
form, were more flexible on the president’s future. But they
“do not represent the choices of the revolution or the Syrian
people,” Aridi told AFP. And Hisham Marwah, another
National Coalition member, said his group’s “positions toward
Assad have not changed”. “Whoever is betting on the Riyadh
conference to legitimize the presence of Assad is delusional,”
Marwah said. — AFP 
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BEIRUT: Lebanese Prime Minister Saad Hariri greets his supporters upon his arrival at his home yesterday. — AFP 


